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lemma refers to the particular form that is chosen by convention to represent the lexeme.
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● Lexemes → a set of forms with the same “meaning”

● Lemma → a particular form that is chosen (by convention) to represent the lexeme.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lemma_(morphology)
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● Large lexical database (over 150,000 entries)
● Contains nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs

                   n         v          a                       r
● Manual annotations
● Organized into “synsets” (sets of synonyms)

● Easily accessible through the NLTK
● Also contains a network of other semantic relations between words

Each “entry” is a lemma

No distinction between
Homonymy and Polysemy
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Chihuahua

toy dog

dog

Shih-Tzu

hunting dog

... hound ...

Beagle ...

… … …

...

How similar are Chihuahuas and 

football?

Presumably: quite different! God knows 

what their lowest common hypernym is!

(it is actually entity, the root of the tree)

football

...
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The following sentences are true:

The US Congress has as its members the lower 

house and the upper house.

The lower house and the upper house are 

member meronyms of the US Congress.

The US Congress is a holonym of the lower 

house and the upper house.

Other examples includes:

● Forests have trees

● Football teams have football 

players
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The following sentences are true:

Trees have as parts a stump and a trunk.

Stump and trunk are part meronyms of trees.

Tree is a holonym of stump and trunk....
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coffee

coffee bean caffeine

The following sentences are true:

Coffee is made of (among other things) coffee 

beans and caffeine.

Coffee beans and caffeine are substance 

meronyms of coffee.

Coffee is a holonym of coffee beans and 

caffeine.
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US Congress

lower house upper house

legislative 
branch

US Government

Of course, you can also have a hierarchy of 
holonyms/meronyms...



Wordnet -- other semantic relations
● Entailment

If A is true, then B must necessarily be true  (Wikipedia)

E.g., freeze entails solidify
 storm entails rain

● Antonymy


